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A B S T R A C T

Odorants can reach olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) by two routes: orthonasally, when volatiles enter the nasal
cavity during inhalation/sniffing, and retronasally, when food volatiles released in the mouth pass into the nasal
cavity during exhalation/eating. Previous work in humans has shown that both delivery routes of the same
odorant can evoke distinct perceptions and patterns of neural responses in the brain. Each delivery route is known
to influence specific responses across the dorsal region of the glomerular sheet in the olfactory bulb (OB), but
spatial distributions across the entire glomerular sheet throughout the whole OB remain largely unexplored. We
used functional MRI (fMRI) to measure and compare activations across the entire glomerular sheet in rat OB
resulting from both orthonasal and retronasal stimulations of the same odors. We observed reproducible fMRI
activation maps of the whole OB during both orthonasal and retronasal stimuli. However, retronasal stimuli
required double the orthonasal odor concentration for similar response amplitudes. Regardless, both the
magnitude and spatial extent of activity were larger during orthonasal versus retronasal stimuli for the same odor.
Orthonasal and retronasal response patterns show overlap as well as some route-specific dominance. Orthonasal
maps were dominant in dorsal-medial regions, whereas retronasal maps were dominant in caudal and lateral
regions. These different whole OB encodings likely underlie differences in odor perception between these bio-
logically important routes for odorants among mammals. These results establish the relationships between
orthonasal and retronasal odor representations in the rat OB.
1. Introduction

Animals perceive their olfactory environment not only from odors
originating in the external world (orthonasal route), but also from odors
released in the oral cavity while eating food (retronasal route). These
modes of chemical sensing serve important biological functions, e.g.,
from finding suitable mates to flavor perception. During retronasal
olfaction, odorants can reach the olfactory receptor neurons (ORNs) in
the nasal cavity when pulses of odor volatiles are released in the mouth
through mastication or after swallowing and enter via the posterior nares
of the nasopharynx (Buettner et al., 2001). This process differs from
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odors delivered orthonasally when volatile odorants enter the nasal
cavity during inhalation or sniffing via the anterior nares. Both mice and
rats are able to smell retronasally (Gautam and Verhagen, 2012a; Rebello
et al., 2015) and retronasal odors can modify taste in rats (Gautam and
Verhagen, 2010) and humans (Stevenson et al., 2004), probably
involving the gustatory cortex (Blankenship et al., 2019; Samuelsen and
Fontanini, 2017) as well as the olfactory cortex (Maier, 2017; Maier et al.,
2012).

The route through which odorants are delivered to the olfactory
epithelium affects perception, including intensity, in part based on de-
livery efficiency (Bojanowski and Hummel, 2012; Rozin, 1982).
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Electroolfactogram recordings demonstrate longer response latencies of
odors reaching olfactory receptors retronasally, even when total flow rate
within the nasal cavity was the same (Scott et al., 2007a). Optical im-
aging of glomeruli in rodent olfactory bulb (OB) show that overall re-
sponses are lower and slower when the odorant is delivered retronasally
compared to orthonasally (Furudono et al., 2013; Gautam and Verhagen,
2012b; Rebello et al., 2015; Scott et al., 2007a). Odor molecules being
transported from the mouth to the nasal epithelium are subject to ab-
sorption along the walls of the oral and nasal cavities, a potential key
determinant in odor discrimination (Kent et al., 2003). The odor polarity
is a factor in the concentration that can reach the olfactory cleft, where
polar odorants can reach lower concentrations (Frasnelli et al., 2005).
Optical imaging has demonstrated that increasing odor polarity is asso-
ciated with slower temporal responses in the dorsal OB (Gautam et al.,
2014). Additionally, non-polar odors were observed to be more effective
at retronasal stimulation than polar odors (Scott et al., 2007a, 2014).

The process that underlies the liberation of flavor from food is
influenced by many factors. Temperature, hydration, surface area, en-
zymes, saliva, binding and phase inversion all contribute to the aroma
release from food (Taylor and Roozen, 1996). The subsequent volatility
of these compounds also contributes to differences in orthonasal and
retronasal olfaction, where higher volatility of compounds enhances
retronasal detection (Gautam and Verhagen, 2012b). Human studies
have demonstrated that the retronasal route yields lower intensity than
the orthonasal route (Pierce and Halpern, 1996). The process of flavor
perception is in fact a highly multisensory process that encompasses
touch, temperature, hearing and vision (Verhagen and Engelen, 2006).
Human fMRI studies have highlighted that route of delivery influences
differential regional activation which can subsequently be influenced by
previous retronasal experiences (Small et al., 2005). Both spatial and
temporal activations of glomeruli are key for odor discrimination (Li
et al., 2014; Rebello et al., 2014; Shusterman et al., 2011; Smear et al.,
2011; Spors and Grinvald, 2002; Spors et al., 2006). Optical imaging
studies of the dorsal OB have highlighted that spatial patterns in
glomerular responses based on orthonasal and retronasal odor delivery
routes largely overlap, although fewer glomeruli respond to retronasal
odors (Furudono et al., 2013; Gautam and Verhagen, 2012b; Rebello
et al., 2015). Furthermore, like orthonasally delivered odors, increasing
odor concentrations recruit more glomeruli when delivered retronasally
as well as the response dynamics in the rat OB (Gautam et al., 2014).

Since optical imaging is spatially limited to a small dorsal region of
the glomerular sheet, there is need for a methodical study of glomerular
activity patterns of the entire OB. Previous studies have established that
orthonasal fMRI response patterns can be localized to the glomerular
layer in the entire OB for rat (Xu et al., 2000) and mouse (Xu et al., 2003).
Here we build on our previous optical and fMRI studies to elucidate and
compare spatiotemporal glomerular activity patterns of both orthonasal
and retronasal olfaction in the entire OB.

2. Materials and methods

All procedures were performed in accordance with protocols
approved by the Yale University School of Medicine Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee (IACUC) and Pierce Animal Care and Use
Committee (PACUC). These procedures are in agreement with the Na-
tional Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory
Animals. The experiments in this study were aimed to compare ortho-
nasal and retronasal odor stimuli in two separate animal groups.

2.1. Animal preparation

Sprague-Dawley rats (n ¼ 6, for orthonasal; n ¼ 5 for retronasal)
weighing 250–300 g were purchased from Charles River Laboratories
and housed individually in an environment of controlled humidity (60%)
and temperature (23 �C). The vivarium was set with 12 h light-dark cy-
cles and all the experiments were performed in the light phase. Rats were
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anesthetized with urethane (1.5 g/kg intraperitoneal), administered
atropine to prevent nasal blockage (0.03 mg/kg, subcutaneous), and
administered eye lubricant to prevent desiccation (Puralube Vet Oint-
ment, ophthalmic ointment). Systemic physiology and rectal temperature
were continuously monitored throughout the experiment. Temperature
was maintained at ~37 �C using a water flow heating pad. Blood gas pH,
pCO2 and pO2 were recorded once per hour. During orthonasal fMRI
experiments rats were not intubated and were allowed to breathe freely
throughout the experiment. Rats’ head positions were fixed with ear bars
and a bite bar in a cradle and placed under the surface coil. Through the
nose-cone, compressed medical grade air was continuously given at
1000 mL/min, during baseline, and anatomical scans. For retronasal
fMRI studies a double tracheotomy surgery was performed, allowing for
the rat to sniff artificially. A Teflon tube (OD 2.1 mm, upper tracheotomy
tube) was inserted 10 mm into the nasopharynx to assure that airflow
was restricted to the nose (the epiglottis could otherwise leak air flow via
the oral cavity). Another Teflon tube (OD 2.3 mm, lower tracheotomy
tube) was inserted into the caudal end of the tracheal cut. Both tubes
were fixed and sealed to the tissues using surgical thread and cyanoac-
rylate glue. The upper tracheotomy tube inserted into the nasopharynx
was used to deliver odors retronasally. Local anesthetic (2% Lidocaine)
was applied at all pressure points and incisions. This method was adapted
from previous optical imaging retronasal studies (Gautam and Verhagen,
2012b). All imaging was done following anesthesia and surgery and
animals were at no point allowed to awaken after these procedures.

2.2. Orthonasal and retronasal odorant presentation and odorants

Odors were delivered orthonasally and retronasally through a
custom-built olfactometer with TTL-controlled solenoid valves (Cole-
Parmer, Vernon Hills, IL), synchronized with an MRI acquisition com-
puter. Detailed description of this device is reported elsewhere (Sanga-
nahalli et al., 2009, 2016). The output flow (maintained at 1000
mL/min) was connected to a long (~4m) Teflon tube (ID: 2.24 mm) that
was led into the scanner room and connected to a nose mask on the rat
lying inside the magnet bore. The odor delivery delay due to the long
tube was ~4 s. We have taken this time into account during the data
processing. The state of each solenoid valve (open/closed) was switched
using a relay circuit controlled by CED μ1401 unit (Cambridge Electronic
Design Ltd., Cambridge, UK) using Spike2 software. Odor carrier N2 was
mixed with medical grade air flow to control the odor concentration.
Odorant concentrations are indicated as percentage saturated vapor (%
s.v.). Medical-grade air was used to dilute the vapor in the headspace of
odorant reservoirs to generate the desired concentration. Odorants were
diluted before reaching common tubing to maximize purity. The odor
manifolds were automatically flushed with clean air after each stimula-
tion cycle. We used an odor delivery nose cone mounted in the
naso-incisor bite bar, which was an in-line wider extension of the Teflon
tube from the olfactometer to ensure consistent odor delivery to both
nares and fitted into the imaging bore of MRI scanner. Odor flowing from
the 2.24 mm ID odor tube tends to be laminar and retain this diameter,
and is hence likely to miss one or both nares, which is avoided by our
wider extension as shown by flow models (Sanganahalli et al., 2016).
Orthonasal odor delivery was precisely time-locked to fMRI acquisition
in a block design experiment (0–30 s clean medical grade air, 30–89 s
odor, 90–150 s clean medical grade air) and was controlled through
Spike2 software. For retronasal odor delivery we used a novel bidirec-
tional artificial sniffing paradigm and retronasal odor tube in
double-tracheotomized rats. This procedure is copied form earlier studies
(Gautam and Verhagen, 2012b). However, due to the necessary double
tracheotomy, this precludes natural breathing through the nose and re-
quires all-synthetic breathing including through a nose mask with
excellent seal (Cf. Fig. 1 (Gautam and Verhagen, 2012b),). This is hard to
achieve or assure in a rodent inside a MRI bore surrounded by RF coils. In
addition, long olfactometer tubing is necessitated in the fMRI setting,
which increases compliance and hence may differentially affect temporal



Fig. 1. (A) Process of converting 3D MRI data to a flatmap of the glomerular sheet (GS). The glomerular layer is traced on each coronal slice, the trace is cut at the
bottom and flattened to a row, and then all such rows are combined to form the flatmap. Within each slice of the MRI data, the layer mask forms a ring shape, or an
inverted-U shape. Thus, each row of the coronal image has either one or two sections of the layer in it. If there are two sections, these are the left and right sides of the
layer. Arranging these voxels from left-bottom to left-top, concatenated with right-top to right-bottom converts the layer into a one-voxel row in the flatmap. As one
row corresponds to one slice in the original MRI, combining all of the rows in slice order creates a flatmap. (B) Orientation of each flatmap. This flatmap will have a
rostral-caudal dimension, assuming rows from coronal slices were concatenated. The other dimension will go ventral-medial-dorsal-lateral-ventral based on how it was
unwrapped. Thus, a 2D image is produced of the layer. Code is provided in (Thompson et al., 2018).
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patterning of the flow across the routes (as friction through the nose is
route-dependent too), a parameter of no interest here. Retronasal odor
delivery was precisely time-locked to fMRI acquisition in a block design
experiment (3-min OFF, 2-min ON, 3-min OFF) and was controlled
through Spike2 software. All the odorants were obtained from
Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA) and stored under nitrogen in the
dark. To provide a continuous steady-state environment to the nasal
mucosa, we applied humidified and preheated (28–30 �C) airflow be-
tween odor stimulations. Two different types of odorants were used in
these experiments: ethyl butyrate (EB) and methyl valerate (MV). These
monomolecular odorants were chosen from the family of odorants whose
effects on the OB have been previously characterized (Johnson and Leon,
2000a,b; Sanganahalli et al., 2016; Uchida et al., 2000; Wachowiak and
Cohen, 2001).
2.3. Data acquisition

Data were recorded on a 9.4T Bruker horizontal-bore spectrometer
using a home-built 1H surface coil radiofrequency probe (1.4 cm diam-
eter). The whole OB was shimmed using the B0DETOX software (Juchem
and de Graaf, 2017; Juchem et al., 2014). The static field inhomogeneity
was optimized until the half-height line width of water in the shimming
voxel was less than 15–20 Hz. The odor-evoked fMRI protocol was
adapted from our earlier work (Kida et al., 2002; Sanganahalli et al.,
2009, 2016; Xu et al., 2000).

For orthonasal studies we obtained fMRI data with single-shot
gradient-echo EPI images (recycle time (TR) 1000 ms, echo time (TE)
15 ms, 64� 32 matrix, 16� 8 mm field-of-view (FOV), 16 dummy scans,
0.5 mm coronal slices, 10 slices) during rest (0–29s) odor (30–89s) rest
(90–150s) epochs at 1 Hz. Parts of these data were partially published
previously in Thompson et al., 2018. For retronasal studies we collected
we obtained fMRI data with fast low-angle single shot (FLASH)
gradient-echo imagining sequences with (FOV 1.4 cm2; image matrix of
64 � 64; slice thickness of 250 μm; flip angle of 15–30�; TR 500 ms, and
TE 15 ms; and voxel size of 220 � 220 � 250 μm3. Temporal resolution
was 20s for entire OB mapping. Sixteen dummy scans were carried out
before fMRI data acquisition. Experiments were of a standard block
design in which twenty-four scans of twenty slices consisted of nine pure
air scans, six odor scans, and nine pure air scans. In all cases, experi-
mental trials were separated by a recovery period of at least 15 min, a
duration sufficient for>90% recovery (Schafer et al., 2006).We also used
several blank (pure air, without odor) control experiments throughout
the session to make sure there was no contamination of odors in the odor
tube. We used total 11 rats for this study, in that six rats used for
orthonasal (16 trials for MV and 12 trails for EB) and five rats used for
retronasal (15 trials for MV and 11 trails for EB). Each animal was also
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anatomically imaged using FLASH (Yang et al., 1998) with a voxel size of
110 � 110 � 250 μm3. Although we used slightly different voxel sizes
and imaging sequences (FLASH vs. EPI, but both gradient-echo contrast
with the same TE) in both odor delivery modes, the evoked BOLD activity
for the similar odors of same concentration did not significantly differ
from each other based on our previously published studies (Sanganahalli
et al., 2009, 2016; Thompson et al., 2018).
2.4. Data analysis

Except as indicated, all data analysis was done using custom-written
MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., 2017; www.mathworks.com/p
roducts/matlab.html) code. Anatomical images were used co-register
between rats. The target of registration was a template created from
orthonasal data. Rats 2–6’s anatomical images were registered to rat 1’s
anatomical image using a nonlinear registration (50 iterations, normal-
ized mutual information, and otherwise default) using BioImage Suite
(Yale School of Medicine, 2015; bioimagesuite.yale.edu). Then, the
average of all six registered images (where data were available) was
taken to create a “template” OB image. Anatomical images from all rats,
orthonasal and retronasal were then registered to the template using a
nonlinear registration (50 iterations, normalized mutual information,
and otherwise default) for both orthonasal data and retronasal data. For
retronasal data only, both the template and registered anatomical images
were masked to only the OB for registration, as positioning was less
consistent due to the surgery.

Functional images were co-registered between rats as described in our
previous work (Thompson et al., 2018). Slice-timing correction followed
by motion-correction (to the middle volume rather than the first volume)
was performed in SPM8 (The FIL Methods group, 2015, www.fil.ion.u
cl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8). Following this, the corresponding rat’s
nonlinear transformation to the template was applied using BioImage
Suite (see previous paragraph). To facilitate inter-rat statistics, data were
blurred, per-slice, with a Gaussian filter (σ¼ 2 voxels/0.250mm, size¼ 8
voxels/1 mm). On the template image, masks of the left and right
glomerular sheets were drawn by a researcher (BGS).
2.5. Evoked activation maps

Using standard T- or Z-statistics to calculate evoked activation maps
would produce biased results between orthonasal and retronasal data
sets due to the differing time periods and number of images collected.
Therefore, to calculate evoked activation maps we focused on percent
change of BOLD (%BOLD) which is relatively consistent for a given
contrast and stimulation method. %BOLD was calculated as the mean
BOLD during the stimulus period minus the mean of the baseline periods

http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html
http://www.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html
http://bioimagesuite.yale.edu
http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8
http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm8


Fig. 2. (A) Glomerular sheet activation for
methyl valerate (MV) and ethyl butyrate (EB)
odor during orthonasal stimulation (n ¼ 6 rats).
Percentage change in fMRI BOLD activation maps
was calculated between baseline versus odor
stimulation. (B) As A, except retronasal stimula-
tion (n ¼ 5 rats). While all odors are similar (all
are esters, fruit-like odors), there are slight dif-
ferences in the activation patterns between them.
Odor concentrations were different for ortho
(20%) versus (40%) retronasal stimulation,
needed to make BOLD signal amplitudes more
similar. Orientation of all flat maps is shown on
the right side. Reproducibility maps across trials
and subjects were shown in Supplemental Fig. 1.
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(prior and succeeding), then divided by the mean of the baseline periods,
multiplied by 100%.

For selection of “activated regions” to plot the mean signal over time,
only regions within evoked activation maps where %BOLD >0 were
taken, and only regions within either the left or right glomerular sheet of
each rat. Mean %BOLD was calculated only in these regions, using only
the middle half (e.g. start time plus 25th to 75th percentiles of end time) of
the activation time period. These steps allowed comparison between the
different orthonasal and retronasal modalities without biasing due to
differing activation amounts or rise/fall times that may differ between
the modalities.
2.6. Comparing orthonasal and retronasal

To test whether there was a difference in total activation percentage, a
3-way ANOVAwas calculated onmean%BOLDwith each run as a sample
and route (orthonasal/retronasal), odor (MV/EB), and side of OB (left/
right) as factors. To facilitate comparisons between the spatial extents of
orthonasal and retronasal evoked activation patterns, %BOLD within all
evoked activation maps had its time-mean subtracted and was subse-
quently divided by its time-variance on a per-run basis, thus creating a
hypothetical normal distribution with zero mean and unit variance,
“N(0,1).” To find differences between evoked activation patterns, a two-
sample, two-tailed, equal-variance T-test was done in a voxel-wise
manner between orthonasal and retronasal runs on a per-odor basis.
Resultant p values were corrected for multiple comparisons using
sequential goodness of fit (Carvajal-Rodríguez et al., 2009) with separate
families for each odor. To find similarities between evoked activation
patterns, the mean of all normalized orthonasal evoked activation maps
was added to the mean of all normalized retronasal evoked activation
maps. As both averagemaps came fromN(0,1) distributions, higher values
will occur generally only if both orthonasal and retronasal are locally high.
TheMATLAB function used for comparingorthonasal and retronasalmaps
is provided as (script_compare_orthonasal_retronasal_V1.) is provided as
4

supplemental data.

2.7. fMRI visualization of the glomerular sheet

To convert the glomerular sheet from a mask within 3D MRI data to a
2D image, a custom function was written to extract “flatmaps,” images of
flattened layers in the OB. This function was inspired by OdorMapBuilder
(Liu et al., 2004), but is highly simplified. This algorithm is run on 3D
data of the OB of any type with a corresponding mask of one layer on one
side. Considering the glomerular sheet on each side of the OB as a ring,
data within this ring was taken, separated at the bottom, and then
considered as a single row with the dorsal bulb in the center and ventral
bulb at both ends. Rows for every slice of the image were taken and
concatenated, producing a map of one side of the glomerular sheet. This
was done for each glomerular sheet (Fig. 1). Following flatmap calcula-
tion, the aspect ratio was corrected as slice thickness was greater than
in-plane resolution, and a blur (3 � 3 voxel square) was applied to
improve visibility. This algorithm is described in detail, including
MATLAB code provided for download, was described in more detail in a
recent study from our group (Thompson et al., 2018).

2.8. 2-DeoxyGlucose (2-DG) comparison

The z-scored average 2DG map “ethyl butyrate ES3” from the data-
base of Johnson & Leon (Johnson et al., 2005) that was kindly shared
with the Verhagen lab was used to compare orthonasal EB responses of
the 2-DG modality to that reported by fMRI here. The database did not
contain MV. In MATLAB the map (80 � 44 pixels) was converted from a
ventral-centered view to the dorsal-centered view used in this study. This
was done by flipping the ventral-lateral-dorsal data and separately flip-
ping the ventral-medial-dorsal data, in such a way that the most dorsal
edge of the ventral-lateral-dorsal data in original view becomes the
midline (row 39) of the new view (Supplementary Fig. 2). Similarly, the
ventral-medial-dorsal data was matched to row 40 and onward.



Fig. 3. (A) Activation over time in regions of the left and right bulb’s glomer-
ular sheet which have >0% mean activation during stimulation, for the MV and
EB odors during orthonasal stimulation. Thin black line is mean of all trials (n ¼
6 rats), gray shading �1 S.D., thick black line is time of stimulation. (B) As A,
retronasal stimulation (n ¼ 5 rats). Note longer stimulation for retronasal
than orthonasal.
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3. Results

We investigated the effect of odor route on both spatial and temporal
glomerular response patterns in the entire glomerular sheet of the whole
OB by fMRI. These results show for the first time the responses of the
whole glomerular sheet in any species (here from anesthetized rats) to
retronasal odor stimuli, and further compares them to orthonasal odor
responses (based on a separate group of rats). The process of converting
whole OB 3D MRI data to a flatmap of the glomerular sheet is shown in
Fig. 1. The glomerular layer is selected from coronal sections, spliced and
laid out along a dorsally-centered sequence at each rostro-caudal level.

The resulting relative change in fMRI BOLD activation maps in the
entire glomerular sheet for methyl valerate (MV, a.k.a. methyl penta-
noate, C6H12O2) and ethyl butyrate (EB, a.k.a. ethyl butanoate, butyric
ether, C6H12O2) odors during orthonasal and retronasal stimulation are
shown in Fig. 2. We observed reproducible spatio-temporal fMRI acti-
vation maps in the glomerular sheet of the whole OB during both
orthonasal (n ¼ 6 rats) and retronasal stimuli (n ¼ 5 rats). The repro-
ducibility of maps from different stimulations of the same odor across
different trials and subjects are shown in Supplementary Fig. 1. Cross
correlation was performed to assess the reproducibility across trials for
the left and right OB for the same odor for both orthonasal and retronasal
routes (>0.76) whereas for the same odor across orthonasal vs retronasal
results were less reproducibile (0.36–0.40). N-way ANOVA determined if
the means of data differ with respect to groups of other factors (left OB vs
right OB, MV vs EB). No significant difference was observed across bulbs,
across odors as well as across routes for the same odor. Odor concen-
trations were different for orthonasal (20%) versus (40%) retronasal
stimuli. The odors are similar in that they both are fruit- smelling esters
and accordingly the whole OB response maps also show similar patterns.

In Supplemental Fig. 2 we compare our EB-induced orthonasal BOLD
map to the 2-deoxy glucose (2-DG) from the database of Johnson and
Leon (Johnson et al., 2005). When the 2DG map is brought to the same
dorsally-centered flat map organization the similarities between the
maps produced by the two modalities in two different laboratories is
striking, particularly with the right BOLD map. Both show large (2DG: z
¼ ~2, BOLD: ~6%) dorso-latero-mid-caudal and dorso-medio-caudal
Fig. 4. Statistical maps of differences between
orthonasal and retronasal activation patterns.
Percent activation maps were normalized on a
per-trial basis to zero mean, unit variance. (A)
Similarity map. The orthonasal maps for all trials
were averaged and summed to the average of the
retronasal maps for all trials under MV stimula-
tion. High values indicate co-activation between
the two methods. (B) As A, but EB stimulation
similarity map. (C) Dominance map. A two-
sample, equal-variance, two-tailed T-test was
performed between orthonasal trials and retro-
nasal trials for MV stimulation. Resultant T values
are shown with orthonasal > retronasal as <

0 (blue) and retronasal > orthonasal as > 0 (red).
(D) As C, but EB stimulation dominance map. For
both odors, relatively higher activation in the
orthonasal condition is seen in dorsal and medial
regions, whereas relatively higher activation in
the retronasal condition is seen in a small caudal
and lateral region. Statistical significance was
tested at p < 0.05, corrected for multiple com-
parisons using SGoF, with separate statistical
families for each odor. Statistical significance was
observed in some regions for both orthonasal >
retronasal and retronasal > orthonasal, and also
both MV and EB (the spatial extent of statistical
significance is shown in Supplemental Fig. 3).
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activations.
As expected from prior studies (Gautam and Verhagen, 2012b; Pierce

and Halpern, 1996), retronasal stimuli required higher odor concentra-
tion (40%) compared to orthonasal delivery (20%) to obtain reproduc-
ible fMRI BOLD spatio-temporal activation of similar response
amplitudes (Fig. 2). Nonetheless, retronasal maps show larger regions of
the glomerular sheet with little or no activation compared to orthonasal
route. The dorso-latero-mid-caudal and dorso-medio-caudal activations
appear in the OBs for all four conditions, but weaker for the retronasal
route, especially for MV-induced activity.

Fig. 3 compares dynamics of BOLD activation in regions of the left and
right glomerular sheets for the MV and EB odors during orthonasal and
retronasal stimulations (averaged across six rats used for orthonasal (16
trials for MV and 12 trials for EB) and five rats used for retronasal (15
trials for MV and 11 trials for EB)). BOLD time course detrending was not
used, as a trend was not observed in the raw data, and detrending would
alter the measurement of activation. The mean � SD of BOLD signal
changes for MV and EB during the orthonasal vs. retronasal route are as
follows: Ortho-MV: 3.8% � 1.2%, Ortho-EB: 3.5% � 1.5%, Retro-MV:
3.5% � 1.1%, and Retro-EB: 3.7% � 1.6%. No statistically significant
differences between odors and across odor routes were observed.
Although we did not find differences in the BOLD signal amplitude, there
were significant differences in the temporal delay and shape of the BOLD
response curve (p < 0.02). Retronasal BOLD time courses showed slower
temporal dynamics compared to orthonasal responses. We calculated the
area under the curve (AUC) for orthonasal vs retronasal BOLD dynamic
responses. AUC for MV and EB for orthonasal/retronasal stimuli were
204 � 38.67/166 � 34.54 and 187.8 � 39.52/154 � 33.33 respectively.
Although the retronasal response curves showed smaller AUC as
compared to orthonasal for both odors, they were not statistically sig-
nificant (p < 0.4, unpaired t-test) because of the larger response
variation.

We next compared the similarity and dominance maps for retronasal
and orthonasal stimulations (Fig. 4). Both activations are prominent in
the “similarity” maps, based on the sum of z-normalized maps for both
routes, for both odors and both bulbs (Fig. 4, top). This confirms coarse
response map similarity between the odor routes in the whole OB. We
also explored the differences between routes using “dominance” maps,
based on t-tests (Fig. 4, bottom). The majority of the glomerular sheet of
the whole OB shows strong orthonasal dominance over retronasal re-
sponses (blue) to either odor, presumably due to the higher efficacy of
the orthonasal route despite double the retronasal odor concentration.
This is most pronounced in the dorso-medio-caudal activation common
to both odors. Retronasal responses were stronger than orthonasal re-
sponses in the most caudal aspect of the lateral OB (in the right OB).
Supplemental Fig. 3 shows that these regions are significantly activated.

4. Discussion

We investigated the effect of odor delivery route on both spatial and
temporal glomerular response patterns in the entire glomerular sheet of
the anesthetized rat OB by fMRI. These results revealed that gross spatial
activation patterns are largely independent of stimulus route. As ex-
pected based on human psychophysics (Pierce and Halpern, 1996), odor
flow modelling (Scott et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2004), epithelial electro-
physiology (Scott et al., 2007a) and dorsal OB optical imaging (Furudono
et al., 2013; Gautam et al., 2014; Gautam and Verhagen, 2012b), a higher
concentration of odors during retronasal stimulation as compared to
orthonasal stimulation was needed to evoke similar whole OB BOLD
response amplitudes.

A previous study using calcium imaging found that at a physiologi-
cally relevant flow rate, retronasal odorants can effectively reach the
olfactory receptor neurons, eliciting glomerular response patterns that
grossly overlap with those of orthonasal responses, but differ from the
orthonasal patterns in the response amplitude and temporal dynamics
(Gautam and Verhagen, 2012b). However, this study and related studies
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(Furudono et al., 2013; Gautam et al., 2014; Rebello et al., 2015) were
optically limited to the dorsal OB.

fMRI BOLD time courses based on the whole OB showed that retro-
nasal responses generally have a longer latency to onset and peak than
orthonasal responses. Not only are retronasal fMRI BOLD responses
slower to start, but also take more time to reach their peak level relative
to this response onset (Fig. 3B). Reported temporal analysis of odorant-
evoked (orthonasal) input to the dorsal OB in rodents indicate that
odorants can evoke diverse temporal patterns across activated glomeruli
in an odorant-specific manner (Junek et al., 2010; Spors and Grinvald,
2002; Spors et al., 2006). This temporal information can then be suc-
cessfully used by rodents for odor discrimination (Uchida and Mainen,
2003). In addition, modulation of sniff rate can further provide a ‘filter’
which the animal can use to detect new odors in its environment (Ver-
hagen et al., 2007). Retronasally, the differences in the temporal infor-
mation of evoked odors allows for the discrimination of ingested
mixtures, whereby, differences in solubility of components determines
the first odor perceived (Wilkes et al., 2009). Also, the relative timing of a
congruent retronasal odor to a drink has been shown to enhance the taste
(Kakutani et al., 2017).

Orthonasal and retronasal whole OB fMRI BOLD response spatial
activity patterns in general show a large overlap, as well as some domi-
nance for each route (Fig. 4). Orthonasal maps were located more in
dorsal-medial regions, whereas retronasal maps were located more in
caudal and lateral regions. The spatial maps of odors have been excel-
lently described using 2- DG (Johnson and Leon, 2007a; Johnson et al.,
2010). Comparison of the fMRI BOLD orthonasal maps of EB with 2DG
confirmed a high degree of similarity between the two maps (Johnson
et al., 2005). Previous spatial mapping differences of orthonasal and
retronasal odor delivery in the dorsal OB has demonstrated that retro-
nasal maps are subsets of orthonasal maps that are subject to more
effective molecular tuning. Long aliphatic chains do not evoke a spatial
odor map when delivered retronasally (Kakutani et al., 2017). By im-
aging the whole OB, the dominance maps highlight that there are dif-
ferences in the spatial maps of odors based on route in non-dorsal regions
of the bulb. Carbon chain length has been shown to shift the spatial maps
of odorants away from the dorsal OB to more ventral regions, presumably
due to the water solubility of the odorants (Johnson and Leon, 2007a).
The more water-soluble odors tend to adsorb to receptors earlier in the
nasal cavity. As only the less water soluble odorants are likely to reach
the olfactory epithelium when delivered retronasally, it is likely that
these also can reach receptors in other areas of the epithelium (Schoen-
feld and Cleland, 2005).

In our study we chose to use two ester odors, EB andMV, because they
are known to produce relatively similar activation maps with several key
differences in medial and lateral regions (Johnson and Leon, 2007a;
Thompson et al., 2018). Fig. 4 indicates that many of these lateral
odor-specific regions are also coded differently in orthonasal versus
retronasal sensing. This underscores that both delivery routes combine
with the wide range of odors to create a rich sensory experience. How-
ever, other odors that encode highly specific differences in different
spatial regions of the OB may instead show greater orthonasal versus
retronasal differences in such spatial regions. Nonetheless, as briefly
mentioned, we do know that route of odor delivery will affect where
odors with different sorption ("water solubility”) will bind along the OE
(based on the referenced important work of (Mozell, 1964; Scott et al.,
2014), which in turn may predict some kind of shift within the OB.
However the exact mechanism of this process remains unknown. In fact,
our previous study (Gautam and Verhagen, 2012b) found it affected not
the spatial pattern, but the temporal pattern (imaged in only the dorsal
OB). The much wider field of view of the current whole OB fMRI study
thus provides novel insights into route-dependent representations by
significantly extending these dorsal OB data. Thus, future work is needed
to better understand odor discrimination, especially when comparing
highly similar odors to highly different odors in terms of activated re-
gions and behavioral responses.
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Could anesthesia differentially affect the OB activations for ortho-
nasal and retronasal pathways? We chose urethane anesthesia for
comparing both routes since it is very stable and long lasting anesthetic.
How the OB processes, represents, and transmits information of the same
olfactory stimulus in different brain states has been systematically
investigated using different anesthetics (Li et al., 2011). This study
examined both spontaneous and evoked activities in different depths of
anesthesia. Regardless of the anesthetic, they found that in two
resting-states with rather different spontaneous activities, the levels of
peak-evoked activities of the same stimuli did not differ. These results
suggest that in the OB, and similarly in other parts of the brain (Hyder
and Rothman, 2011), the same peripheral stimulus is represented by a
population of neurons with similar total activity levels, independent of
the brain states.

These results establish the relationships between orthonasal and
retronasal odor representation of the rat whole OB. With appropriate
fMRI hardware improvements, we envision the ability to simultaneously
image the olfactory bulb and the olfactory cortex to further understand
the neurobiological distinctions between orthonasal and retronasal odor
delivery routes. This different encoding likely underlies, at least partially,
the odor perception for food during ingestion vs. during sniffing. Future
experiments measuring the OB and more caudal brain regions simulta-
neously may reveal how olfactory and other brain regions (like so-
matosensory cortex) integrate this information. These studies are critical
for understanding the perception and neural encoding of food flavor,
which is important for feeding behavior and health.
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